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1. PRELIMINARIES:
When Hungary finally regained it’s independence
in 1867, neither Croatia and Slavonia, nor Fiume
free city has been under Hungarian administration.
These territories have been attached to the Hungarian ones only on 1 April 1868, thereby at last providing free access to the sea, thus enabling the country to fulfil the slogan created by Lajos Kossuth
himself back in 1846: ‘To the sea, Hungarians!’
The problem in 1846 was that we had neither
harbours, nor ships and the inhabitants of Fiume
were mostly fishing close to the shores. Most of
the overseas commerce of the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy has been transacted from Triest, a city
in Austria – here we could find plenty of flourishing agencies with excellent connections, plus
a high capacity commercial fleet.
Poor Hungarians inherited only a fishing port
and a few fishing barks – but a really good
chance to expand.
Three main activities were needed to establish
a well-functioning seaport:
1. To create the infrastructure of the port (piers,
wharfs),

2. to professionally and thoroughly drill the ship
personnel,
3. and to create and operate shipping companies.
Let’s see, how the Hungarians coped with the
tasks of these, up to then totally uncharted
waters:

1. Not long after the Hungarian-Croatian
Compromise of 1868 they began to build the
wharfs able to accept even bigger sea ships in
Fiume. The gradual shifting of the citiscape
caused the slow, undisturbed tempo of the
sleepy small town to change into a lively,
bustling life. New palaces have beeen erected
on the shore for the new companies, the first
one, that of the Hungarian Royal Nautical
Authority has been opened in 1871.

2. Exactly this Nautical Authority Palace has
been the new location for the Fiume
Commercial Shipping School (Collegio
Nautico Commerciale), founded in 1774(!),
functioning previously in the Jesuite monastic
quarters by the SanVito church. This school,
albeit with name changes and suspensions,
outlived the Monarchy itself, proving the high
level of work performed within it’s walls.
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It has been founded by Maria Theresia in 1774
first in Triest, then soon it was relocated to
Fiume. The Hungarian version of this article
contains a part of the law establishing the
school, but only for grammatical reasons, as it’s
language is very funny today – no translation is
possible for it.
‘ A` rendszerént való kormányosnak gondja
légyen arra, hogy Tengeri Compasst, Föld
golyóbissat, Tsillag nézö szerszámokat és tengeri mappákat, kiváltképen pedig olyanokat szerezzenek melyek hasznosak és szükségesek arra,
hogy a Tengernek mélységét, melyek az égi
grádits alatt való lételét a` hajónak, a´ még hátra lévö utnak hosszasságát, az utban levö
kösziklákat, homok fenekeket megtudhassák.
A Kormányszék pedig gondoskodjon arról: hogy
a Hajókázás /sic!/ Tanitójának rendelésünk szerint megparantsollya, hogy a´ hozzá utasitott
hajós Kapitányoknak szükséges oktatásokat adjon, és ha ugy kivántatik mappákat és egyéb
eszközöket is beszerezzen, hogy ezek segedelmével annál bizonyosabban utazzanak.’

2. THE LIFE OF ISTVAN PETERDI
This above school was later renamed first to
Hungarian Royal Nautical Magisteriat (R. Scuola
Nautica Principale), then to Hungarian Royal
Nautical Academy (Regia Ungarica Accademia
Nautica). The list of the students, the names of the
teachers, and some or a lot of the life facts of these
subsist even today, as one can read in the book titled
‘Nautica’ written by Captain Jozsef Horvath. E.g.
under the name of ‘Istvan Peterdi’ we can find:

‘born 1864 May, Budapest, +Fiume?/: in 1879
student at Nautica. His service began as a cadet
on the bark ship named Fiume E. From June
1884 sailor lieutenant, serving two years on a
dalmatian sailboat. From December 1887 longdistance captain.’
It is necessary to note here, that dr. Gabor Zsigmond, during his new researches has found the
school report cards of Istvan Peterdi. These spell
the name always as Peterdy, with a y at the end,
and the place of birth is unequivocally Vienna. The
researcher thinks that Peterdi was born in Vienna
and after the early death of his father he moved to
Pest with her mother, attending schools here.

Figure 1 Postcard written by Anna Peterdi, the mother of
the lieutenant to his son from Ujpest on 8 September 1887,
addressed to the Academy in Fiume to the hands of the
janitor, as his son has been travelling constantly. ‘...I don’t
sleep well. If I learn about the result of the examination, I
will write longer...’ She worried about the ‘long-distance
captain’ examination, which, as we know, was successfully
accomplished by Peterdi a bit later. This meant a licence
for the oceans. /3/

‘As employee of Adria Inc. second officer in
1890, first officer in 1892.’ writes the list of
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‘Nautica’ his biography further. Let us stop for
a moment here. There exists a letter to the address of Emma Peterdi (the wife of Istvan) from
1892, from Walker to Susak (not far from
Fiume). If we study the list of ships ordered by
the Adria company we can tumble on the interesting fact that most of them has been manufactured in 1892 in the shipyard of Low-Walker
(today: Walker), close to Newcastle – 7 ships in
all. It is a fair deduction that Istvan Peterdi, the
talented long-distance captain and first officer
has been entrusted to bring home one or more
new ships to Fiume!
He wrote his wife from here, narrating his adventures on an English 2,5 penny postal stationary. This newly discovered letter is the earliest
known letter written by Peterdi, which does not
contain the later trademarks of Paquebot covers,
as it has been forwarded by ‘normal’ postal
routes.

Figure 2. Letter of Istvan Peterdi to his wife Emma
from Walker, England to Susak in 1892 /3/

Let’s read on his biography: in 1898, as captain
of Árpád he saves the passangers and personnel
of the Italian steamship Umberto for which the
King of Italy decorates him with a golden
cronometer. He also served on the following
ships: Zichy, Carola, Adria, Tisza, Szapáry,
Buda, Széchenyi, Andrássy, Mátyás király, Petőfi. In 1903 the captain of Zrínyi, in 1906 we
find him on the steamship Szent László. From
February 1910 to January 1914 he commanded
the Rákóczi, then from March 1914 to August
1915 he worked on the steamship Szeged. The
last entry about him in the records of Adria Inc
is from 1916.
After this introduction let’s tackle the next topic:

3. ORGANIZATION OF SHIPPING COMPANIES
The Hungarian state contributed significant
sums to the kick-off of the sea navigation. First
of all the Adria Incorporated has been founded
in 1882, as a successor of the private Adria
Steamship Company, founded in 1879, owning 7
steamships and going bankrupt in 1882. All
ships have been built in English shipyards. The
task of the Company has been to frequent the
ports of the Western Mediterranean area, plus
later, using the Strait of Gibraltar, the French,
Belgian, Dutch and British ports as well.
Another reorganisation took place in 1891. The
Adria received an enhanced subsidy from the
ministry led by Gabor Baross, a yearly sum of
570.000 Forints. The name of the company has
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been changed to Adria Hungarian Royal Sea
Navigation Incorporated.

From now on we will concentrate exclusively on
the origin, the types and the cancellations of the
so-called Peterdi-letters carried by the ships of
the Adria Hungarian Royal Sea Navigation Incorporated. It is not the goal of this article to
analyze the letters and their cancellations carried
by other companies, e.g. the Ungaro-Croata.
4. THE POSTAL CONTRACT

Figure 3 Part of the ‘Szapáry-wharf’ in Fiume, to the right
the tallest building the Adria-palace, to the left the ship
Gödöllő of the Ungaro-Croata /3/

By this time a second company has already been
functioning in iume, the Hungarian-Croatian
Sea Steamship nc
shortly ngaro-Croata
has been founded (also on the ruins of two other
existing companies) with the task to supply the
ports of the Dalmatian shore of the Adria sea
down to Ragusa (today: Dubrovnik). The capital
of the company has been 1 million Forints, and
it received a yearly subsidy of 166.000 Huf from
the Hungarian government. This ‘cast’ is reflected in the size of the ships of the two companies: while the Ungaro-Croata used smaller
ships up to 70 meters length, the ships of Adria
began at 70 meters, the largest being 111 meters
long. Several smaller companies were started
later (Atlantica, Levante, etc), but we don’t deal
here with these. The number of ships has been in
the last peace-year of 1914: 31 ships at Adria, 45
ships at Ungaro-Croata.

An important event (at least for us) happened in
1892: a state contract has been signed with the
Adria. The freight ships will be able to offer
postal services, the circumstances of this are
discussed in this contract.
So the contract states, that if a letter is handed
over to the designated postal clerk of the ship on
the open sea, than the letter should be treated – as
the territory of the ship was Hungarian territory –
as a normal Hungarian letter, franked with
Hungarian stamps according to Hungarian rates.
But if the ship was stationing in a port when the
letter was handed over, than the local stamps of
the country of the port had to be used, with the
corresponding rates. To differentiate the sea post
letters, the usage of ‘Paquebot’ handstamps has
been ordered. The word ‘Paquebot’ means ‘passenger boat on the sea’ in French, coming from
the English term packet-boat, meaning originally
a ship carrying parcels.
t’s first postal occurence is from 1894, the P
recognised it’s general usage in 1897. The Hungarian decree appeared on 13 December 1893
and took effect on 17 January 1894.
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Figure 5 Direction of the Adria Inc, (parts).
Figure 4 The decree concerning the forwarding of letters

The Adria company issued a direction for it’s
employees, which has been more detailed than the
state decree, with explaining text. (We show it in two
parts because of technical reasons).

5. SOURCES
This is the first occasion of a comparative processing of the Peterdi letters. The authors complemented their own collections with the more interesting pieces of the Stamp Museum, plus with
other sources, meaning a quantity of nearly 450
pieces for the analysis. It proved to be nearly
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impossible to sort the letters according to cancellers or frankings – the material is too diversified
and colourful, which is not a disadvantage. The
most practical sorting respect proved to be the
date of the letters, so this was chosen. The examined material is stemming from four sources:
1. The huge seapost material of the Stamp Museum, of which origin there has not been any
kind of note. The letters are glued to
contemporary, A3 size cardboards with flourpaste, but regretfully only the fronts. So they are
of diminished value for today’s collector
The Mafitt delegation – the authors of this
article – upon examining this material
discovered with great surprise that the analysis
of handwriting proved Captain Peterdi as the
author of the subscriptions of the album – we
can deduct that it was his collection and he
himself put the album together. This source will
be marked as /1/ in the following.
2. Dr. Pál Szilágyi, a serious, knowledgable
philatelist living in the USA (1936-2007)
collected this area and published several articles in
English language about the Peterdi letters. His
collection of around 120 covers has been
auctioned in Budapest in 2002, but only few items
have been sold. The remaining cca 100 letters
remained together and this remaining collection
was sold to a collector in Budapest, who bought
a handful of other letters since then. This source
will be marked as /2/ in the following.
3. Another serious, knowledgable philatelist,
living in Austria also has a nice collection of
this area. This source will be marked as /3/.

4. And of course there are other collections and
auction data. This source will be marked as /4/.
6. THE BEGINNING (THE YEAR OF 1897)
As we have seen, in 1894, when the State Contract and the Adria Decree took effect, Istvan
Peterdi has been a first class captain, and the
Adria company had 15 functioning ships. But we
can search hard and still no letters can be found.
The first known letter or rather a correspondence
card with the handwriting of Peterdi and bearing
the ’Paquebot’ handstamp stems from Reggio
Calabria dated 22 November 1897. It is
addressed to Austria.

Figure 6 First known postal item, a correspondence card
written by captain Peterdi and bearing the Paquebot
postmark, with a regular 5 kr franking, addressed to the
well-known seapost collector of the era, Dr. Knopf. The
franking proves that it has been written, or rather mailed
at sea. Peterdi writes on the card that a next one will arrive
from Malta. According to the decree the colour of the
Paquebot stamping is violet. One can see already the ‘S.S
ANDRÁSSY’ side handstamp, which was neither allowed,
nor prohibited. /2/
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The next, very early Peterdi letter has been written only 3 days later to his wife Emma, to
Fiume, with 2*5 kr black numeral stamps, as
a Hungarian rate to abroad. The cover shows
two violet ‘Paquebot’ handstamps, plus another,
‘Paquebots’ handstamp right three times in black
colour (two of them faint), directly on the stamp
as cancellation.
The back of the cover is even more interesting.
First of all a ‘Catania Ferrovia’ postmark, but
next to it an interesting Italian language remark,
as an explanation to the unusual franking, how
the Hungarian stamp got to Sicily: ‘Arrived to
Sicily with the correspondence of a Hungarian
steamship’. The letter arrived to Fiume two days
later, on 27 November 1897.

Figure 8 Back of the letter with the explaining text of the
post office and the arrival postmark of Fiume (it always
contains the ‘c’ at the back of the letters, as this has been
the seaport post office). No ship name can be found on this
cover. /3/

7. THE YEAR OF 1898
The deluge of letters start from January 1898.
Currently we know more than 100 covers from
this year. The captain cruises the Mediterranean
sea like a flying dutchman – we meet the cancellations of Malta, Messina, Catania, Siracusa,
Molfetta, Riposto, Reggio Calabria, Bari, Maurizio, Almeria, Ancona, Napoli, Genova, Patras,
Trieste, Marseille, Le Havre, Valletta, then Gibraltar, Rotterdam, Algier és Greenock (Scotland).
Figure 7 The first known Peterdi LETTER with violet and
black ’Paquebot’ and ’PAQUEBOTS’ hand-stamps from
Catania to Fiume on 25 November 1897. Purists, as we
have already mentioned, do not acknowledge this
’Paquebots’ handstamp, with an ‘s’ at the end, as regular
/3/

But even these letters are not boring, all of them
enters joy into the heart of hundreds of enthusiastic philatelists with colourful frankings, combinations, cancellations. Even the placement of
the stamps shows fantastic creativity. Probably
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these are the nicest items of Hungarian postal
history, maybe the better pieces of the 2nd inflation come close, but seemingly in our case we
can see the creative art of a single person.
Probably right at the beginning, upon discovering
his own creativity, the captain got into a state of
intoxication. Let us show you two covers as a
proof of his wit, speaking for themselves.
The first one has been sent on 8 January 1898
from Bari to Siracusa, a franking of 10 kr was
needed according to the Hungarian rate abroad.
Peterdi franked the cover correctly, but how?
A bisected 15 kr stamp (= 7,5 kr) + a bisected 5
kr one (= 2,5 kr) = 10 kr. Did the post office in
Bari accept this? Sure enough! Maybe the bisects are a national custom in Hungary…

The letter shows an Italian explanatory text stating that the stamps had been bisected officially
by the captain of the Hungarian steamship. How
exciting it is to find the other half of this bisected 15 kr stamp on a letter written two days
later! Back homewards from Bari, before calling
at the port of Fiume another letter has been
mailed to a Fiume address, once again franked
with 10 kr, this time with the ‘leftover’ half 15kr
as 7,5 kr, plus 1+1+1/2 kr as 2,5 kr = 10 kr.

Figure 10 Experiment for a 10 kr franking with bisected
stamps, not accepted, as opposed to Bari, in Fiume, so an
extra 8 kr had to be added /3/

Figure 9 The earliest cover showing bisected stamps
making up the fee of 10kr from January 1898, from Bari to
Siracusa. The post office accepted the bisects and
forwarded the cover /2/

Above the stamp we can find the inscription: ‘Officially bisected stamps’. Well, but in Fiume they
new, that this is not Hungarian folklore, but just
a game, so they added: ‘Arrived from the sea with
posteriorly added stamps’ and asked for another 8
kr from the sender. Both covers has a ‘Fiume, 98.
Jan. 10.’ postmark on the back. The 8 kr extra fee
has been noted on the front with blue pencil.
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The captain seemingly did not find pleasure in
the bisects any more, which have been too complicated anyhow, so only a few covers with bisects are known, all from 1898. We don’t have
to wait long for the next Peterdi-action, he wrote
several correspondence cards with reply cards in
March 1898. His only problem has been the
address, as the recipient, like him, did not have
a valid address at the destination. Therefore we
can always find resident companies as recipients
of these cards, like on the item shown below: in
Napoli, at the company Holme and Co., to the
hands of a fellow captain: ‘Cap. G. Buriello’.
The 52 mm long ‘Paquebot’ handstamp is green
this time, the same colour as that of the ship
name designation: Magyar Királyi ‘Adria’
Gőzös (Hungarian Royal ‘Adria’ steamship).
The colour of the ‘irregular’ ‘PAQ EBOTS’
handstamp on the stamp is black. The imprinted
2kr of the card, meant for the inland rate, has
been completed to 5 kr, the correct rate abroad.
On the back of the card: ‘Per mare’ and date,
signature: Peterdi. Postal cancellation: Catania
Ferrovia, 17. 3. 98.

The answer did not take long, Buriello answered
four days later, also at sea, ‘per mare’, knowing
that Peterdi will have arrived to Marseille by
then, once again to the address of a local company. The colour of the ‘Paquebot’ handstamp is
grey this time, under it the ‘S.S. Andrassy’
handstamp, with a postal cancellation of Porto
Maurizio from 21. 3. 1898, arriving to Marseille
the next day already.
The two different colours of the 52 mm handstamps on the two parts of the same correspondence card with reply card suggest the theory,
that the so-called Peterdi covers have not all
been treated by him – the complementing handstamps have been used at several other larger
ships as well.
From this year we can find not only the
‘S.S.ANDRASSY’ and the Hungarian Royal
Adria Steamship handstamps, but also the ‘Piroscafo Buda’ and the ‘Piroscafo Tisza’ ship name
handstamps. These two ships also belonged to
the fleet of the company Adria.

12. ábra. A levelezőlap másik oldala /3/
Figure 11 The front page of the correspondence card with
reply card /3/

The captain meticuluosly used correct frankings
only, despite the fact that the items have been
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forwarded abroad, where probably no one had
the faintest idea of the rates.
Let us examine a beautiful cover, rich with contrasts, mailed on the S.S. Andrassy on 14 February 1898 to Malta, to the hands of the AustroHungarian consul for forwarding.
The item is franked with 5 kr, which is not
enough for a letter. But examining the item we
can find that it is open both on the upper and the
lower side, meaning this is a newspaper wrapper, so the 5kr fee is correct.
Figure 14. Printed matter sent on April 20 1898 from the
port of Maurizio (a small port in the vicinity of San Remo)
to Marseille with the correct franking of 3 kr, with a green
‘Paquebot’, a red ‘Magyar Királyi Adria Gőzös’, a black
‘Porto Maurizio’ and a blue ‘Sailboat’ stamping /4/

Figure 13 Newspaper wrapper to Malta /3/

Peterdi himself new well that just a few pieces exist
with this sailboat handstamp, therefore he noted in
the lower left corner of the piece in the Stamp Museum collection assembled by him: ‘RRR’.

The April of 1898 brought a new handstamp creation, a big sailboat with the size of 55x60 mm.
It exists in violet and green colour, considering of
course the fact that the colours are usually not
clean, they contain a little of this and a little of
that.
These sailboat handstamps are often blurry, but
an exception is the earliest one, stemming from
20 April 1898. No quarrel with the colours here,
as there are 4 very clear stampings, with 4 different colours.

Figure 15. The same sailboat handstamp from the same
time period, with the ‘RRR’ marking in the lower left corner
/1/
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We should nail down an important fact here. The
critics of the Peterdi-letters always repeat loudly
that except for the 52 mm long ‘Paquebot’ handstamp all the other handstamps used by him are
irregular, even prohibited. But if so, why did the
post offices of nearly all of the European ports
during many years accept these letters without
any penalty? Apart from a very short period in
Reggio Calabria, WE DON’T KNOW ANY
HUNGARIAN SEAPOST COVER WITH A
POSTAGE DUE!
The cover shown below is very interesting, as it
shows an attempt for such a postage due. On 15
March 1898, at the post office of Reggio
Calabria the postal clerk found fault with one
letter, because it has been franked with 3 kr
only. We can see a scored zero above the
stamps, showing that he deemed the stamps invalid. Next to the franking there is a letter ‘T’
and below it, to the right, the sum of the postage
due: 9. But then both postage due markings have
been withdrawn with nullifying pen markings.

Figure 16 Printed matter franked with 2+1 kr from Reggio
Calabria to Messina, with withdrawn postage due /2/

On another letter (owned by the Stamp Museum), mailed also from Reggio Calabria, this time
to Fiume and on train, with a high 35 kr franking, the franking has not been accepted by the
clerk in Reggio, because it was a heavy, 45g
letter. The clerk tells of the reception of the
letter in italian language. Of course in Fiume the
‘T’ sign has been ignored.

What could happen? We think that the 3 kr
franking has been correct, the fee of an openly
posted printed matter. We know a number of
such seapost letters up to 1900, when the rate
has been raised. The cancellation on the stamps,
S.S. Andrássy, shows the name of the ship.
Why the clerk wanted to prescribe the postage
due, we cannot fathom. Most probably the still
present Hungarian sailor could persuade him not
to do it, so the clerk decided to allow the letter
through, proven by the arrival postmark on the
back of the cover.

17. ábra. Túlsúlyos levél Reggio Calabriából Fiuméba és
megportózva. /1/
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Apart from these two items we don’t know any
Hungarian seapost covers with postage due!
On the previous letter we can see a green side
handstamp: ‘S.S Andrássy’. Such side handstamps (on-board cancellers) are usually (but not
always) on the cover, but not on the stamps
themselves, on covers mailed at sea.
From this period we know these ones:
-

‘Magyar Királyi Adria Gőzös’ (in two rows)
’S.S. Tisza’, (with a comet at both ends)
’M. K. Adria’ (with comet)
’Reg Ung. Societa Navigaziona Adria’
’S/S Adria’
’Piroscafo BUDA’
The word ’MALTA’ among 5 lines.

Figure 18 Express cover from Marseille to Fiume on 24
March 1898 /2/

Up to now we have seen only Hungarian stamps
on the covers. But even these frankings suggest
a really breathtaking mind.

Usually in the same colour as the always present
‘Paquebot’ handstamp.

THERE ARE NO TWO COVERS WITH
THE SAME FRANKINGS!

From this period we know a cover sent to
Fiume, addressed to the wife of the Captain,
Emma Peterdi, franked with a single 50kr stamp,
with greyish handstamps ‘Paquebot’ and ‘S.S.
Andrássy’. The reason for the exceptionally high
single-stamp franking can be seen on the left
side of the cover: ‘Expresse.’ ‘Sürgős’ (Urgent).
A fantastic rarity, no other such frankings are
known, not even in the material of the Stamp
Museum. It is very interesting that they kept
stamps with such a high value on stock on board
of the ship! A side remark: the ‘Paquebot’ and
‘S.S. Andrássy’ handstamps are separate ones
and has been used in such a seemingly cohesive
way only on a few occasions.

The placement of the stamps on the envelope,
the joint usage of black-numeral and coloured
numeral stamps, the variations with multiple
similar stamps and the colours of the cancellations produce such an infinite number of varieties, that each Hungarian seapost cover is a visual event in itself. Hungary is the only European
country with such creative seapost covers.
We should note here, that the different ship
names and different handwritings show that not
all the covers have been created by Peterdi.
Seapost covers with foreign stamps used in the
ports can be found from the spring of 1898 onwards. For example there are Maltese stamps (2
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+ ½ penny) on the cover below. The letter has
been posted in the harbour, therefore there are
no Hungarian stamps on it, only the handstamp
cancelling the stamps: ‘M.K. ADRIA’ (with
comet), below it ‘Paquebot’, both in violet colour. The Maltese post seemingly accepted the
cancellation and forwarded the cover (by ship)
to Marseille, where they striked the arrival
postmark on the back of the letter: 18. AVR. 98.

The first letter is franked according to the Italian
reduced rate of 5 Centesimi, most probably from
an Italian harbour. To make it even more spectacular, they used a very wide paper sheet margin,
with part of the summing text ‘LIRE 4’ plus an
ornament. This has been stamped twice in green
colour with the big sailboat, in red colour with the
‘Paquebot’ and in violet the ‘S.S. Andrássy’
handstamps. The letter has been sent to a passenger of the ship Adria: Monsieur F. Cheylan has
been a ‘Passager á bord du N/avigatione/
C/ompania/ Adria’ on the address of the AustroHungarian Embassy. Thus a letter has been
mailed on the ship Andrássy to a passenger arriving on the ship Adria to Malta. On the back of the
letter the arrival postmark MALTA MY.1. 98. A
beautiful seapost cover, crafted seemingly with
all the fantasy of the sender.
(A commercial note: The reason for the fairly
large number of Maltese relations was that the
ships of the Adria carried large quantities of
wood to Malta for construction purposes.)

Figure 19 Early letter from Malta to Marseille, with stamps
of a foreign country. /3/

The first ‘Tengeren’ (at sea) and ‘Kikötőben’ (at
port) side handstamps appear also at about this
time, showing the origin of the cover. The colour of these side handstamps usually match with
the colour of the other handstamps on the letter.
In the early period there were no such handstamps on the covers and they haven’t been
mandatory even later, but with time their occurence became more frequent.
The already mentioned ‘Big sailboat’ handstamp
has only been used in the spring of 1898. It is
very rare, currently there are 11 items known,
either in violet or in green colour. Let us show
two more covers with this philatelic tidbit.

Figure 20 A franking of 2 + 3x1 Centesimi on a cover
addressed to the capital of Malta, La Valetta, on 1 May
1898 /3/
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But for every nicest cover there is an even nicer
somewhere. The same day another cover has
been mailed at the same place, this time with the
whole 25 Centesimi foreign franking for a letter,
to compeer Captain Duimich, also at the address
of the consul, A. Kohen.
The 25 Centesimi rate is made up of 7x2 + 1 C
on the front plus 10x1 C on the back, once again
cancelled in three different colours. On the back
we can find the 5-lined MALTA handstamp.
Sheet margins have also been used here to
increase the attraction. For a better
predominance of the text on the sheet margins
the stamps have been placed upside down on the
letter, which is not disturbing, as the cross in the
stamp picture has a neutral stance, while the part
of the word MEZZO nicely enlivens the left side
of the cover. The dear Reader can see thus, how
much love and delight have been used while
composing these letters – which have always
been always franked correctly and have run
through the entire postal route.

Figure 21a Letter from an Italian port to Malta, with a
mass franking of 25 Centesimi and the ‘Big Sailboat’
handstamp, in use only for 14 days. /2/

Figure 21b Back side of the letter with arrival postmark.

The month of April 1898 shows extraordinary
fertility. One of the collections analysed in this
article contains 16 items in itself, which is unproportionally high with regard of other months,
where the highest number is 5. How come? If
we analyze the Hungarian seapost material, we
can see, that this is the first month when letters
have been mailed beyond Gibraltar.
There are two reasons for this. Firstly the Adria
company signed the necessary disembarking
contracts with these countries, secondly Captain
Peterdi successfully passed the French pilot examination, significantly simplifying the navigation in these ports.
The hint on the first crossing of the Gibraltar
strait can be found on the following letter. The
recipient’s address is a private one in Gorizia,
never repeated on later letters, as opposed to
most addresses. The reason is that this letter has
not been written by Captain Peterdi, but another
sailor on the ship. The letter is franked correctly
with 10 kr, in the form of 5+2 kr black numeral
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stamps plus a 3 kr coloured numeral stamp, together with a grey ‘Paquebot’ plus a smaller,
black italic ‘PAQUEBOT’ handstamp, also
a ‘Tengeren’ (at sea) handstamp hinting at the
place of mailing. The stamps are cancelled with
a ‘Gibraltar MY 27 98’ + an ‘A26’ so-called
meter handstamping.

became valid the ship Adria anchored in Gibraltar on 27 May 1898, but we can follow it’s route
to Le Havre, France on 4 June, then to Rotterdam, the Netherlands on 11 June.
This route and these dates seem completely realistic, as they had to unload the ship during the
voyage – the modern container methods not
even having been dreamt of at that time. The
letters of this route stem certainly from the same
ship, as all the letters contain the ‘M.K.A.’ ship
handstamp, plus the 5-lined ‘M.K.A. and anchor’ handstamp.
This cca. 55 mm long handstamp contains
a horizontal anchor at both ends. It has only
been shown in drawn version in different articles, this is the first time we can show it on an
original cover.

Figure 22 Letter posted on 27 May 1898 from Gibraltar to
Gorizia, on the back with ‘2.6.98. Görz’ Austrian ruled
arrival postmark /2/

This spectacular item is really important, because it is the first in a row of seapost covers
mailed in the harbours of Western-Europe, like:
Spanish, Belgian, Dutch, English, Scottish ports,
plus later Algerian and Greek ones, all still in
the year of 1898!
How do we know this? The analysis of these
seapost collections keeps such surprises that can
throw into a fever even the most experienced
philatelists! This is the first time we can reconstruct the movement of ships in certain cases
based on seapost covers. Soon after the contracts

Figure 23. Letter sent from the port of Le Havre to Fiume
on 4 June 1898 to Peterdi’s wife, with a mixed franking of
black and coloured numeral stamps making up the rate of
10 kr. All side handstamps: MKA with anchor, Paquebot
and Tengeren in violet colour. Dispatching postmark of Le
Havre 4. June 98. On the back a Fiume, 98. June 7 arrival
postmark /2/
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This ‘anchor’ handstamp is one of the rarest, we
know 6 items, one in violet, one in red and four
in green colour. Three of them are in private
hands, three in the Stamp Museum. The letter
bearing the red one is beyond doubt one of the
most beautiful covers.

Figure 25 Letter sent on 13 November 1898 from Gibraltar
to Glasgow with stamps spectacularly glued on each other,
with the correct 20 kr franking for a letter of the second
weight-class and with a bicoloured (violet-green) Paquebot
handstamp /3/

24. ábra. 1898. június 4-én Le Havre-ból Párizsba feladott
25 centes levél, piros MKA szigonyos bélyegzéssel, a jobb
alsó sarokban Peterdi kapitány ‘R.R.R.’ jelölésével /1/

The genius of Captain Peterdi resulted in two
more innovations in 1898:
He realized that the meagre space on the letters
can be overcome by gluing the stamps on each
other, resulting in very spectacular solutions.
Some compositions of solo stamps glued on a
block of four with lightish colours are worth
a work of graphic arts.

8. THE YEAR OF 1899
The Captain continued his extremely diversified
activity in this year as well, there are more than
70 covers known from this year.
He began the year with a British shipment,
transporting corn. He wrote the below letter on
January 26 to his wife Emma from Scotland. He
must have had a lot to say about the stormy
journey, as the franking of the cover corresponds
to the second weight-class.

His other innovation has been to produce the
‘Paquebot’ handstamp, already used in different
colours now in bicolour format. The below
cover shows both innovations together:
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latest known letter from this period stems from
March 16. Generally we could trace his movements almost from week to week partly on the
Mediterrenean Sea, partly at the Spanish, Portuguese, French and British shores of the Atlantic
Ocean.

Figure 26 Double-weight cover mailed from Greenock,
Scotland on 26 January 1899 to Fiume, with ‘Paquebot’
and ‘Tengeren’ (at sea) handstamps of different colors /2/

Today we know that upon his arrival to a port
the captain usually mailed not only one but several letters and he carefully avoided similarity
among them.

Figure 27 Printed matter mailed the same day from
Greenock addressed to his then only 6-year-old son Karoly
(Charles) Peterdi /3/

We also know that the captain moved in the
Mediterranean area in February and March - the

But in the second half of March his ship suddenly vanished for two weeks, and the next
items we can find are two printed matters
franked with 3 kr, with arrival stamps of PERNAMBUCO on the back. Where is this port with
this very Spanish sounding, musical name?
Well, this province and port is the Easternmost
point of Brazil, the closest to Africa – meaning
the ship cast the anchor in Brazil!
Just stop here for a moment – we can wonder
how many ships captained by a Hungarian sailor
reached the shores of Brazil prior to 1899 with
the contemporary shipping knowledge and instruments? Certainly very few, but most probably Peterdi has been the first! Most probably no
one has seen Hungarian stamps in Pernambuco
until then, neither was the Paquebot handstamp
well-known, therefore the printed matters have
only been cancelled on the back. The genuineness of the item is beyond doubt, proven by the
Lisboa postmark on the back dated two weeks
later.
So the item has been transported through the
Atlantic Ocean to Europe by a normal postship
in two weeks. Then it has been forwarded
through Vienna to Fiume.
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ger and younger ship than the Adria and Peterdi
performed the Brazilian trip already with this
ship.

Figure 28 Printed matter mailed from Pernambuco, Brazil
on 30 March 1899. It has arrived on 12 April to Lisboa, then
on April 16 to Vienna and the next day to Fiume. One of the
South-American gems of Hungarian philately! /3/

Upon returning to Europe Peterdi navigated the
waters between Malta and Siracusa, his usual
haunt. He checked in on April 19 from the
steamship Andrássy. This has been a much lar-

29. ábra. 1899. április 19-én ismét már Siracusa körül volt
valahol a ’tengeren’ /3/
Figure 29 He navigated once again around Siracusa,
somewhere ‘at sea’, on 19 April 1899 /3/
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Up to then Peterdi has been moving mostly to the
West of the heel of the Italian boot, in Malta,
Sicily, Naples, Genova, Marseille, Gibraltar and
the Atlantic Ocean. This May though he stopped
in the Eastern part of the Mediterranean sea for
the first time – according to the four known covers he harboured in the Greek island of Corfu.

In a week he was once again at the sole of the
‘boot’, in the city of Barletta just above Bari,
then the next day in the city of Valona (today:
Vlore in Albania), where he found the Austrian
post office yet again and produced a gem unmatched till today: a Valona Austrian postmark
on a Hungarian krajczar stamp!

Figure 30 On May 30 1899 Captain Peterdi checked in
from the Greek shores, from the island of Corfu (Kerkyra),
where they used Turkish stamps at that time. /3/

The Captain of course knew that he can also buy
Austrian stamps in the Austrian Levante Post office:

Figure 31 Cover mailed on the same day, franked with
Austrian Levante stamps abroad /3/

Figure 32 Printed matter mailed from Valona (but written
‘at sea’) on 7 June 1899 with a 3 kr stamp and Austrian
postmark /2/

The introduced material certainly proves that Peterdi has been a true Hungarian, writing letters
willingly in Hungarian (although he spoke 3-4
other languages as well) and his heart always
brought him home. As a manifestation of his feelings he began to use a new on-board handstamp,
bearing along the returning motive of his handstamps, the anchor, the inscript: ‘HAZÁNAK
HASZNÁLJ’ (‘Be useful to your homeland’ –
with small, sometimes illegible lettters).
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It is not difficult to find out what was his source
for this theme. We can find it in the logo of the
Adria Inc, as can be followed through on the letter closing vignettes of the company. (This has
already been the slogan of
the original private Adria
company in 1879, taken
over by the state-owned
company.) By using the
handstamp he proved his
loyalty to his company and
his homeland. At least 65
items are known today with
this handstamp in 4 colours
(black, red, blue and green),
the green of course being
the rarest. Peterdi used this
handstamp till June 1901. 33. ábra ‘Hazának haszThe most impressive is of nálj’ lenyomata bélyegen
course the red coloured-one: és a társaság levélzárójá-

9. THE YEAR 1900 AND THE SECOND
BRAZILIAN VOYAGE
Peterdi has been well aware that a new currency
has been introduced in Hungary from 1 January
1900 and with it the postal rates have been
changed as well. Already in January he applied
the Turul stamps on his covers and later correctly used the necessary calculations for the
Krajczar-Turul mixed frankings.
Some 10 covers are known with these mixed
frankings, the below one, showing the dotted
small anchor handstamp, emerges from them with
it’s beauty. This handstamp has been used by him
on some 40 covers between the autumn of 1898
and the spring of 1900 (see e.g. Figure 17).

ban

34. ábra. 1899. december 25-én (Karácsony) a belgiumi
Anvers-ből (ma Antwerpen) feladott levél haza a családnak
a piros horgonyos ‘HAZÁNAK HASZNÁLJ’ bélyegzéssel.
Bizonyára részletes beszámolót küldött, mivel a levél,
díjszabása szerint, második súlyfokozatú volt. /2/

Figure 35 The currently known earliest Krajczar-Turul
mixed franking on a Peterdi letter, with arrival stamp of
Vienna on 9 March 1900, addressed to the respected
stamp dealer of Central-Europe, Rudolf Friedl. One of the
latest known dotted small anchor handstamps, with
correct 25 kr franking and the circle handstamp of the
Szapary steamer on the back /2/
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This has also been a productive year, more than
50 covers are known from 1900. The most interesting ones are certainly those of the second
Brazilian voyage.
During the second Brazilian voyage we can suppose that the company already had branch offices or agents in Rio de Janeiro and Santos. The
ships of Adria carried coffee and cotton from
Brazil. Peterdi sent covers to these agents using
a special handstamp prepared for this occasion
containing a large anchor and showing the inscription ‘TENGERENTÚL’ (Overseas) with
finely crafted letters. Captain Peterdi received
the second largest ship of the company, the Petőfi (built in 1893) for this voyage.

He spent almost the whole month of August in
Brazil, carrying local shipments from one port to
the other. Proofs for this activity are the letters
with domestic frankings, sent from one Brazilian
city to another. Letters mailed from Brazil to
Europe belong also to the greatest rarities.

Figure 37 Domestic letter mailed from the Brazilian city of
Bahia to Santos, with the usual Paquebot and S.S. PETŐFI
handstamps plus four black large anchor handstamps. The
postmark on the back of the letter show the arrival date:
18 August /1/

Figure 36 Letter sent from Trieste to the branch-office of
Adria in Rio de Janeiro, with a 5 Heller franking and a violet
coloured large anchor handstamp, forwarded to Santos.
According to the postmarks on the back of the cover it has
arrived to Pernambuco on 8 August and to Santos on 14
August /2/

The
large
anchor
‘TENGERENTÚL’
handstamp, used exclusively on this voyage, can
of course be found on covers with Hungarian
stamps. The most beautiful ones are those
applied on Turul stamps with lighter shaded
colours.
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During the remaining months of the year he kept
on producing beautiful covers, either ‘at sea’ or
‘in port’.

Figure 38 Cover mailed from Brazil to the stamp dealer
Pückler in Budapest, with a black large anchor handstamp.
The postmarks on the back of the cover show that it has
arrived to Algier on 28 September 1900 and to Budapest on
4 October /3/

Figure 39 Printed matter mailed at sea on 8 August 1900
from Pernambuco to Santos with the correct franking of
2+3=5 Fillér, and handstamps ‘PAQUEBOT’, ‘S.S. PETŐFI’
and the large anchor ‘TENGERENTÚL’ /3/

Figure 40 Closed correspondence card written ‘at sea’ and
mailed from Bari on 13 December 1900 to Marseille, with
the correct 25 filler franking and the on-board ‘Hazának
használj’ handstamp. It took two days for the card to arrive
to Marseille /2/

Figure 41 Letter mailed at the end of 1900 from Belgium
(in port) to Pécs, Hungary with a black on-board
handstamp ‘HAZÁNAK HASZNÁLJ’ /2/
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10. THE YEARS FROM 1901 TO 1914
During these years the number of letters decreases significantly. This is our current knowledge about the number of items from the individual years:
1901:
1902:
1903:
1904:
1905:
1906:
1907:
1908:
1909:
1910:
1911:
1912:
1913:
1914:

58 pieces
11 pieces
8 pieces
4 pieces
2 pieces
6 pieces
1 pieces
3 pieces
1 pieces
3 pieces
2 pieces
1 pieces
6 pieces
3 pieces

Figure 42 Letter written ‘at sea’ and mailed from Bari on 3
September 1901 with the correct franking of 25 Filler, with
4 red strikes of the two-rowed Adria Ungherese handstamp
to Fiume. The cover reached it’s destination on 5
September /3/

The so-called large-circled Adria Ungherese handstamp has been used from the November of 1901
to the end of November of 1903. Some 20 letters
are known with it in black, blue and red colours.

In between Captain Peterdi served on smaller
ships like Almássy, Rákóczy, Szeged, Zichy,
Zrinyi.
His genius and power of conception did not falter in this period and using some new handstamps he produced a number of beautiful items.
Let’s see some typical ones!
He produced the so-called two-rowed Adria
Ungerese handstamp during this period. Only 4
items are known with this handstamp currently.

Figure 43 Cover written ‘at sea’ but mailed in the port of
Riposto on 18 November 1901, addressed to Pécs, Hungary, with the correct franking of 25 Filler and five strikes of
the large-circled ADRIA/UNGHERESE handstamp in red /2/
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The Captain often used larger blocks in this period.

Figure 44
Back of a double-weight cover mailed
somewhere ‘at sea’, franked correctly with 50 Filler,
arriving to Fiume on 8 January 1902 /2/

Figure 45 Correspondence card written on the steamer
RÁKÓCZY ‘at sea’ and mailed in the port of Molfetta on 3
May 1908 to Rome with the correct franking of 10 Filler,
and three strikes of the small-circled ADRIA UNGHERESE
handstamp in green /2/

There exists also a so-called ‘small-circled
ADRIA UNGHERESE with anchor’ handstamp,
used between October 1904 and December 1913
in black, violet, red and green colours. Some 20
items are known with it.
We also know another ‘ADRIA UNGHERESE’
handstamp in black, blue and red colours, which
is rectangular. Only 4 items are known with it,
from the period between the November of 1904
and the August of 1913.

Figure 46 Letter written somewhere ‘at sea’, franked
correctly with 25 kr and bearing the rectangular
handstamp with the ADRIA/UNGHERESE text and
handwritten date: ‘mare (at sea) 4/XI/04’ in blue. It is
addressed to Bela Fazekas, the director of the Adria Inc,
and has arrived to Fiume on 8 November /2/
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Captain Peterdi’s voyages often took him to the
shores of Africa as well.

number of the ships qualified for postal handling. Period of their usage: from September
1892 to September 1905.
In this chapters we tried to show the typical covers and their extraodinary handstamps invented
genially and produced with disciplined consistency by Captain Istvan Peterdi. The large quantity of covers known by the authors made it possible to show examples for each of them.
11. THE LOGISTICAL AND PHILATELICAL ACTIVITY OF CAPTAIN PETERDI

Figure 47 Letter mailed from Gibraltar to Trieste on 9
August 1913, franked with 5x2+15 Cent Spanish-Moroccan
stamps (the text of the overprint: Correo Espanol
Marruecos) and with the rectangular ADRIA UNGHERESE
handstamp in black. The right sheet margin showing the
fixing rivet head makes the item even more interesting /3/

There exists a variation of this rectangular
Adria/Ungherese handstamp which bears a serial
number as well.

Figure 48 Adria Ungherese 3 /4/

According to the Monography of Hungarian
Stamps (Band VI. page 820) this serial number
can be from 1 to 4 and they mark the serial

It is an undisputable fact that the Captain has
been a philatelic genius, so he certainly deserves
the wreath composed of stamps which he donated to himself on the picture below.
It is also evident that he has been a competent
stamp collector. During his stays in the ports he
walked with open eyes, searched for connections
and talked to the local collectors and dealers.
An excellent example is the text of his correspondence card written to the famous Hungarian
collector of the early XX. Century, Miklós
Rédey (excerpts):
.. I have received your consignment. As soon as
I will have time I will put together my seapost
data …. I have seen a beautiful pair of
Hungarian stamps in Naples – drawing – dark
green stamps, the price is 65 Lire, but I think
they can be obtained for 60. If you are interested
please write with return mail to this address and
maybe I will acquire them for you …
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(Apparently this has been an engraved (or
maybe a litho) 3 kr pair.)

Figure 50 Letter of Peterdi on 25 March 1912 to the
famous Hungarian stamp collector Miklós Rédey /3/

Thus Peterdi has known the most famous collectors and dealers of the era, he corresponded with
them and most probably supplied them with nice
and even nicer creations. Observing the addresses of his correspondence we can separate
four groups:
1. Family correspondence, mainly to Fiume.
This is around 25% of the whole known
quantity. Obviously the family members have
been briefed how to open and store the
arriving envelopes.
2. Official
correspondence,
with
the
headquarters of the Adria Incorporated.
These have been mailed usually in preaddressed brown envelopes (see Figure 16).
They compose about 10% of the examined
quantity. Most probably the personnel of the
headquarters also knew that these envelopes

are to be opened carefully and handed over to
the Captain.
3. Philatelic correspondence. We have seen
some examples for this type of covers.
Obviously they haven’t gotten back to the
sender, but have been sent by the Captain as
exchange, for money or just as an act of
grace. Then they began their waltz in the
philatelic circles for the past hundred years
and going.
4. The agent network. The Captain carefully
devised and religiously cultivated this
system. The nucleus of the system has been
composed of the agents of the shipping
company present at teach significant port
handling the matters of the company. The
Captain has sent his letters to these agents, of
course educating them to open the envelopes
carefully and safeguard them until their next
encounter. Such agents have been for
example:
Bariban:
Cataniá-ban:
Genová-ban:
Marseille-ben:
Messiná-ban:
Nápolyban:
Palermoban:
Triest-ben:

Milella
Ucelli
Saviotti
Gardone
Rupnik
Buriello
Kuner
Clescovich

He carefully scheduled his letters by writing
them to the agents whom he planned to visit in
the following 3-4 days according to the route of
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his ship. E.g. he wrote to Genova while leaving
Naples, wrote to Marseille from Genova etc.
The letters addressed to these agents have also
been maintained in good condition, and even
more significantly got back to the sender, thereby
enabling him to sell, exchange or present them to
other collectors. This must be the reason for the
fairly high number of still existing letters. The
Captain not only wrote the letters with careful
love but also took care of them by passing them
to connoisseur hands, thereby also erecting
a virtual monument for himself for the future.

Figure 49 The photo of Captain Peterdi
surrounded by a wreath of stamps /3/

Unfortunately the Captain got seriously ill in
1916, at the age of 52, so has been dismissed
from the Adria Inc. This is the last entry about
him in the logs of the company. Nothing can be

found about him after this date. Like a comet,
suddenly shining on the sky and then equally
suddenly vanishing in the darkness of the space.
He disappeared completely. Did he foresee his
fate? Maybe this was the reason for the ‘MKA +
comet’ handstamp? But we, philatelists of today,
don’t forget him, we think of him and thank him
for the pleasures caused by his letters to us.
12. THE PHILATELIC EVALUATION OF
THE ‘PETERDI-COVERS’
1. As we have seen, a significant part of the
letters have been sent in the preaddressed
envelopes of the ‘Adria’ company, sent to the
headquarters in Fiume. Most probably with
dispatching contents, this being the cheapest
and safest way of communication of this era.
These envelopes were to be seen by
everybody at the headquarters.
2. Had the company had even the smallest
objection with regard of the appearance of
the seapost letters, they could have told so
directly, with return post, the crew of the
ship. This is out of question. Traces of the
correspondence can be observed up to 1914,
UNALTERED.
3. No seapost researchers, not even the very
thorough, non-philatelic researcher dr. Gabor
Zsigmond COULD CONFIRM the statement
that Captain Peterdi has been punished in
some way for the many beautiful
handstamps. This rumour has been invented
by some acrimonious person and then has
been copied, usually word by word by
a number of ‘authors’.
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4. Can it be possible, that on one hand Captain
Peterdi has been a disgraced, ridden person,
while upon the proposal of the Adria
company the Emperor I. Franz Joseph
decorated him (together with a fellow
captain) with golden honours? THIS,
HOWEVER, IS A FACT!
5. We would like to ask now the purists sniffing at
the Peterdi handstamps the following questions:
a. What would have happened had one
marked e.g. the ‘Tengeren’, ‘Kikötőben’,
‘MKA’, ‘M.K. Adria’ texts on the envelopes
by handwriting, instead of the handstamps?
Would they deem them correct? And if yes,
then the problem is exclusively the usage of
the handstamps? How is this?
b. All the seashore post offices, inclusive the
Brazilian ones accepted and forwarded these
covers without any problems. Out of the half
thousand examined covers from the period of
1897-1914 we have only found one
Hungarian seapost cover with a postage due!
We think that the undisputable facts of the recent
researches summarized and evaluated above validate the statement that THESE SEAPOST COVERS ARE TO BE REGARDED AS THE GEMS
OF THE HUNGARIAN POSTAL HISTORY.
With this summarizing article presented in the
Philatelica the Mafitt salutes the philatelic
activity of Captain Istvan Peterdi and his fellow
sailors. This way, on the occasion of his 150th
birthday, we wanted to pay tribute to the spirit of
the great sailor and great patriot.
translated by dr. Geza Homonnay
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CLOSED TELEGRAM FORMS WITH
PRE-PRINTED STAMPS 1888−1919
MIHÁLY VARJASI, NADAP
Published also as an article in 13/2 of Philatelica, in my Mafitt inaugural lecture I attempted to provide an overview of telegrams by
way of presenting my collection. There I discussed dispatched and delivered telegrams.
Now, I would like to add to that a presentation
of closed telegram forms with pre-printed
stamps in circulation between 1888 and 1919.
This type of telegram forms facilitated sending
telegrams to a great extent.

1ST JUNE, 1888: POSTAGE WITH
FRANKING STAMPS
Under the ‘Iron Minister’ Gábor Baross’s decree, the Postal Service, the Carriage Postal Service and the Telegraph Offices were merged,
and new franking stamps were issued (krajczar
tickets with numbers) on 1st June, 1888, franking stamps coming to replace postage paid in
cash; this was called the ‘franking obligation’
(franko-kényszer). This kind of payment was
made mandatory for telegrams too if their postage did not exceed HUF 10 (under the decree).

(see illustrations continously on the following page)
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Figure 2. 35 krajczar closed telegram form
Figure 1. New franking stamps used on telegrams

1ST JULY, 1888: THE INTRODUCTION
OF CLOSED TELEGRAM FORMS
Effective just a month later, 1st July, 1888, sending telegrams became possible at post offices
where there was no telegraph office. A pioneering Hungarian innovation was used for this purpose: following the already existing model of
closed postcards, the 35 krajczar closed ‘telegram form’ was introduced.

This form could be used for sending telegrams at
the post office or from mailboxes. The fee was
included in the telegraph fee, and the forms were
to be dispatched as an express letter, free of any
further charges, to the nearest state or railway
telegraph station, and from there the telegram
was sent to its destination.
The 35-krajczar franking stamp included the 24
krajczar basic telegram fee, 1 krajczar form fee
and five words for two krajczars a word (including the address), that is, 10 krajczars.
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On top of that, extra 2 krajczars were charged for
every word of up to 15 letters or 5 digits. The
extra fees were to be paid in franking stamps,
which were to be placed on the designated part of
the telegram form. For example, a six-word telegram cost 37 krajczars because of the one extra
word on top of those included in the basic fee.

The price of the 12-word telegram below was
30+1+12×4=79 krajczars. This meant 44
krajczars extra on top of the 35 krajczar telegram form, however, due probably to the absence of stamps of smaller denomination, nine 5
krajczar stamps were used, that is, the sender
paid 1 krajczar more than would have been necessary.

Figure 3. 6 words = 37 krajczars

The basic fee for sending telegrams abroad was
30 krajczars, on top of the 1 krajczar form fee,
and here the basic fee did not include the first
five words. The fee to be paid per word changed
by country; to Germany, for example, it was 4
krajczars.

Figure 3a. 12-word telegram to Germany

The decree also made it possible to send special
telegrams, such as ones with pre-paid reply (RP),
urgent (D), and to be delivered by courier to
outside the postal service area (XP). The default
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pre-paid reply contained 10 words, for a total fee
of 45 krajczars, while urgent telegrams cost three
times the basic telegram fee. Customers also had
the option to combine the services, using, for
example, ‘pre-paid urgent reply’ (RPD)

paid by the recipient1, and the only note on the
telegram was that it was to be delivered by
a courier (the German term ‘Bote’ was also used
to indicate that).

A much more complicated system was used to
calculate fees for courier telegrams due to the
difference between state and railway telegraph
stations. State telegraph stations were mostly in
the cities, predominantly in the same building as
the postal service, while the railway stations
were more remote, at the city limits, or sometimes several kilometres from the towns or villages. Several villages, manors or castles belonged to a railway station’s service area. or
example, telegrams were dispatched from the
Aszód railway station for 2 forints and 50
krajczars.

Figure 5. To be delivered by courier

2

1

Figure 4. Aszód-Versegh telegram delivered

In the more rarer cases when the courier’s fee was prepaid, it was deducted from the money deposited at the time
of sending the telegram. The payment was effectuated on
the basis of the ‘delivery report’ following the delivery. In
such cases, a courier fee certificate was issued as proof of
payment.
2

As the courier fee depended on the distance and
the part of the day too, it was not subject to the
franking obligation. Therefore, it was usually

Editor’s note: this telegram form is overpaid by two
krajczars. The extra two-krajczar stamp placed on it by the
sender was not cancelled because it was not due to the
postal service, and its price could even be reclaimed.
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When a telegram was sent to a place where there
was only a railway telegraph station, and it was
to be delivered to an address in the village or
town, then an extra krajczar of ‘railway courier
fee’ was charged per word.

The railway courier fee became 15 krajczars
(figure 7.)

1ST JUNE, 1891: COURIER FEES STANDARDISED
The overcomplexity of the system was
eliminated by way of standardising courier fees
as of 1st July, 1891. Regardless of the part of
day, a courier fee (XP) of 40 krajczars was to be
paid in advance by the sender (figure 6.)

st

Figure 7. Telegram sent on 21 April, 1892

Figure 6. XP: courier fee pre-paid

Figure 7 shows a telegram on a 35 krajczar form
but franked in the 3 krajczar/word system introduced in 1892. Originally, it was taken to the
postal service with the 5 krajczar combperforated stamp to bring the total up to 40
krajczars. It was there at the post office that the
sender found out about the necessity to pay
a courier fee, and bought stamps for an additional 15 krajczars, including a linearly perforated 5 krajczar stamp.
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Effective 1st January, 18923 telegrams of less
than 24 words became cheaper as the 24 krajczar
basic price was abolished, while the fee per
word was raised to 3 krajczars. In line with that,
a closed telegram form with a 31 krajczar franking stamp was issued. This amount included the
fee for sending 10 words and the 1 krajczar for
the form.

As the offices still had stocks of closed telegram
forms with 35 krajczar franking stamps, this
type of form was kept in circulation until 1896.4.
This is the reason why we can find 35 krajczar
forms from after 1892, with the postage paid
according to the new tariff sytem.

th

Figure 9. Szendrő-Lád, 8 January, 1892
Figure 8. Unused 31 krajczar telegram form
3

Editor’s note: This was also the date of the introduction of
the gold-based crown-filler currency, to be used
simultaneously with the silver-based forint-filler system. It
took another 8 years, until 1900, for the silver-based
currency to be fully withdrawn from circulation.

4

This is why such forms were used noticeably more
frequently after 1892, close to the time of their withdrawal
from circulation in 1896.
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With the currency reform in progress for eight
years by that time, at the final transition to the
korona-filler currency effective 1st January,
1900, the only change that took place was that
the 31 krajczar franking stamps were replaced
by 62-filler ones, and the fee per word changed
from 3 krajczars to 6 fillers, which was equivalent in value.

The change of currency brought beautiful mixed
postages in the case of closed telegram forms
too: we can find ones with 31 krajczar forms
with ‘Turul’ stamps, and 62-filler forms with
krajczar stamps.

Figure 10. 31 krajczar form used in combination with
‘Turul’ filler denominations
Figure 9a. Proof of the 62-filler telegram form
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Fees grew significantly during the war, effective
15th August, 1916. The fee per word increased
from 6 to 8 fillers, with the minimum fee growing to100 fillers. In line with that, pre-printed
closed telegram forms with 102-filler stamps
were issued.

Figure 11. 62 filler form, with additional combination of
5
krajczar and filler

The blessed years of peace lasted 15 years after
that, and during that time only small, unimportant changes took place.
Figure 12. 102-filler telegram form

5

The last monthly use of the red 5-krajczar on 16th
September, 1900. It is not cancelled; telegrams sent from
railway stations were sometimes not cancelled, which was a
violation of the relevant rules.

However, I have never seen a used telegram
form of this kind. My collection includes only
one form with this tariff – it is a 62-filler form
with 40 fillers added, correctly, on the verso.
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Telegram fee stamps were to be placed by the
sender on the inner side of the telegram form.
Postage (registration) stamps and surcharge fee
stamps for insufficient franking were to be
placed on the verso.

Figure 13. Correct supplement on the verso to 102 fillers

Figure 14. Telegram form registered at a post office
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Figure 15. 10-filler surcharge stamping for insufficient franking on the verso. The remaining 3 krajczars are on the inner side

Closed telegram forms were used mostly until
1917–18. Unfortunately, research has failed so
far at establishing when exactly they went out of
use. Therefore, any telegram forms with postage
dating from later than those years may provide
us with important new philatelic data.

The 30 years discussed above brought a large
number of unique postages on closed telegram
forms, whose deciphering is very difficult sometimes. This is what makes the challenge even
more interesting!
translated by Kozma Zsolt
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NEWS
ANOTHER SUCCESS: EDITION D’OR XLIV
The
auction
house
Corinphila has published
in its series documenting
the most outstanding
collections of our age the
44th volume. This beautifully shows the ’67 issue
postal history collection
of Dr Géza Homonnay,
which reached this year
the Championship Class
of the FIP level exhibitions.

tional exhibitions. Most recently in London at the
2015 FEPA exhibition. For the benefit of our authors,
we consider it useful to publish the details of the
jury’s evaluation. The jurors found improvement
opportunities primarily in the content.
At this point not only the content itself, but also the
clear layout and wording, the illustrations and multilingual options are evaluated. Considering the CD
attachment, the content is high quality in many aspects, so improvement could be achieved probably
with expanding the volume of material presented
from the current ‘40 pages twice a year’ level.
Luckily we receive more and more articles. You can
see on our editorial web page, that while we are still
working on the current volume, the building up of the
following volume is already in preparation.

The importance of this volume and the collection
itself is, that it presents conclusive evidence that the
’67 issue is the first Hungarian stamp issue. Thus
closing the decades long international debate on the
subject. Following this publication, Corinfila will
start the Hungarian sections in its auction catalogues
with the ’67 issue. Hopefully this practice sooner or
later will be followed also by the catalogues internationally.

PHILATELICA IS
EVALUATED AT EXHIBITIONS

The major hindrance to produce greater volume is
now the lack of sufficient and proper translator capacity, which is relatively thin compared to the membership numbers.

Our paper has won large
silver medal in Literature
Class third time on interna-

Happily, our young – or despite their age still youthful – helpers are the most active. In the name of our
community, I express our thanks for their efforts!
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NEW FEATURES OF THE MAFITT WEBSITE

NEWS FROM OUT WEBSITE

The changes of the recent period are reflected in the
improvements of our website.

I get questions frequently, where the answer could be
found on our website. Most of the enquires are about
the payment of our membership fee, although everything is written on the ‘Membership’ page of our
website. Hoping that more members start using our
website, I list the titles of our articles published this
year:

Not the most important, but perhaps the most visible
change is the Visitor Statistics window with dark
green background on the upper right side. Here you
can see that we have 30-40 visitors per day from 10
countries, surprisingly after Hungary and Slovakia
Brazil is on the 3rd place. Despite this outstanding
interest, so far we have not got any contact with
South Americans interested in Hungarian philately.
But responding to the signal of the counter, we will
make efforts to reach them somehow.
Left to the title you can see a detail of our new blue
logo. On the right, clicking on the Philatelica front
page image you can find the issues already published.
Clicking on the rotating baseball image with the inscription ‘New’ you can find the multi-language editor
page of the forthcoming issues under edition.
The most important development is, that with the
help of Kőhalmi Csaba, all news of this year is available in English too. To publish the news also in
proper German, we still need to find volunteers.

Autumn events, including: inaugural
lecture of Lyman
Caswell in September presented by
János Komorowicz
(2015.8.21./9.26,
see photo.)
Fake pre-stamp period letters (2015.7.4.)
Mafitt members on the "HUNFILA 2015 Tata" exhibition 2015.6.24. / 7.7.)
June meeting of the Mafitt Board of Presidency
(2015.6.20.)
Mafitt 2015. annual meeting (minutes, modified statutes (2015.5. / 6.3)
Philatelica 15/1 issue (2015.05.01)
Invitation to 2015. annual meeting of Mafitt
(2015.4.5)
Inaugural lecture of Helmut Kobelbauer in the Museum of Philately (2015.4.9)
The Mafitt membership stamp for 2015, membership
fee payment (2015.1.11)
(The editor)
translated by János Komorowicz
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Az 1971-ben indított lap félévente jelenik meg, az 1991-ben kezdődőtt húsz év szünet után
2011-től a Mafitt tagdíjfizető tagjai számára szükséges mennyiségbenn magyar és párhuzamosan angol
nyelven is
(az angol mutáció 50 alatti példányban készül.)
A lap teljes tartalma és digitális lemezmelléklete a Mafitt honlapjáról letölthető: www.mafitt.hu
This paper and the CD attachment is available on the website of Mafitt at www.mafitt.hu
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